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Chapter 1 : 66 best it's knit to be square images on Pinterest | Knitting patterns, Sewing and Sewing Projec
Knit to Be Square: Domino Designs to Knit and Felt [Vivian Hoxbro] on racedaydvl.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying
offers. Featuring small projects that are perfect for the beginning knitter, this book covers how to make modular squares
that can be connected to create a variety of eye-catching designs.

Vivian Hoxbro shows you how to combine modular squares into blocks of varying sizes that become the base
for a variety of eye-catching two- and three-dimensional projects. Combine these geometric patterns with
felting and you get gorgeous results! Knit to Be Square includes: Easy-to-Knit patterns for hats, bags, scarves,
pillows, slippers, capelets, afghans, and more. Quick-to-knit patterns made of small squares that take relatively
few stitches to finish. Ideal patterns for using up your stash. Easy washing machine felting tips for wool. An
impressively sized afghan shows you how mitered squares can be used to get a patchwork effect similar to
traditional quilts And more! But be prepared - this is an addictive form of knitting! One square leads to
another, which leads to another, which leads to another Lots of unique pieces to knit, and all are fun, funky,
and off-beat. She makes the mitered square modern and sometimes even elegant. These are not run-of-the-mill
combinations. Playful, creative, and thinking outside the box. She designs for various Scandinavian yarn
companies and magazines and spends her days giving workshops on knitting techniques. This two-block hat is
finished in a garter stitch edging with straps that tie under the chin. A bright and cheerful bag, this bag is
knitted felt and appropriate all year round. Backpack- This clever backpack is formed from two blocks that are
joined along two sides to make a "pocket" at the base of the bag. Slippers- These comfy slippers, in four
different variations, are adapted from traditional Faroese-Icelandic shoes. Felt the slippers in the washing
machine to shrink them to size and brush on a layer of latex on the soles to give them a non-slip surface. Cape
with Fringe- This airy cape is based on three-block construction with innovative shoulder shaping. AfghanThis colorful afghan, contributed by Norwegian designer Margit Henriksen, shows how easy it is to join four
blocks into a large rectangle. Bucket Bag- This roomy bag is constructed like the Four-Block Cap, but in this
case the initial four blocks form the bag base and the additional squares are worked around the four-block in a
cup shape. This nine-panel example of twenty-nine incomplete squares has a zigzag pattern of five colors of
wool. Bobble Scarf- This unusual bobble scarf is constructed much the same as the Candy Stole but with
incomplete squares that are worked in panels that grow along the diagonal.
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Chapter 2 : Knit To Be Square Domino Designs to Knit and Felt
Knit to Be Square includes: Easy-to-Knit patterns for hats, bags, scarves, pillows, slippers, capelets, afghans, and more
Quick-to-knit patterns made of small squares that take relatively few stitches to finish.

May 13, Knit To Be Square! Download all the patterns free here! This amazing picture of all the 50 colors
currently available comes from Shabby Motley Handcraft , a lovely yarn store in Sault Saint Marie, Ontario.
The KAL pattern comes in 10 clues. The first 8 are sets of 6 squares 48 total , the 9th is the cabled trim and the
10th is the secret way it all gets put together. Naturally, to show off the new yarn, the original pattern uses 17
colors of the Now -- those of you who follow my projects will know that I love using color, my god do I love
color! You will be interested to learn that I am using only one. Now originally I wanted to make the afghan in
my favorite shade of them all, Mustard. The KAL is arranged to increase in complexity as the clues progress.
BUT, I liked the floppiness of the fabric, as I like my knitted blankets to really drape over me. A lot of people
are having gauge issues -- if you decrease your needle for stitch width, you will most certainly lose height. Do
your best to get square unlike me , with a good hard block. You can read about how I like to block here. I
always count long-tail cast-on as the first row and this time I counted it as the Right Side. I wanted the top and
bottom of the squares to be perfectly symmetrical, so I actually added rows so that I could do that. I
maintained this through every square. The second square was a pretty star motif also out of knit and purl.
There are some gorgeous patterns out there, especially lace shawls, that cannot be written out. I like to think
that a lot of people have really opened up their knitting horizons with this KAL. The third square introduced
the concept of lace. I think people really enjoyed this square. It has an extra ridge of garter on the top of the
bottom which is kind of odd. I find it easier, and the top stitch is tighter and looks more neat. The fourth
square, released this week, is a more complicated lace motif that requires the chart most of the time. But most
people thought they were wrapped bon bons! The samples in the pattern use a sl1, sl1, k1, psso double
decrease. BUT, the video on the Rowan pattern page shows a sl2tog, k1, psso centered double decrease. Who
knows what Martin Storey intended himself! I really like the samples as knitted and decided to do the twistier
decrease. There are still 6 clues left AND one whole month of time to put all the finishing touches together.
The shopping list and patterns can be downloaded here. To add a pin, click "Additions" and "Add Marker". To
differentiate yourself from a close neighbor, put in a postal code and choose a funky symbol. I have this crazy
idea to photograph the blanket in some wild way. My husband found this photo on the New York Times
website
Chapter 3 : Knit to Be Square : Domino Designs to Knit and Felt by Vivian HÃ¸xbro (, Paperback) | eBay
Join the domino craze with Knit to Be Square!Vivian Hoxbro shows you how to combine modular squares into blocks of
varying sizes that become the base for a variety of eye-catching two- and three-dimensional projects.

Chapter 4 : Knit to be Square: Domino Designs to Knit and Felt by Vivian Hoxbro
Featuring small projects that are perfect for the beginning knitter, this book covers how to make modular squares that
can be connected to create a variety of eye-catching designs. Including wearable designs and accessoriesâ€”from
capelets, hats, and scarves to bags, pillows, and quiltsâ€”these.

Chapter 5 : racedaydvl.com | Knit to be Square, Vivian Hoxbro | | Boeken
The KAL pattern comes in 10 clues. The first 8 are sets of 6 squares (48 total), the 9th is the cabled trim and the 10th is
the secret way it all gets put together.

Chapter 6 : Knit to be Square - Las Vegas-Clark County Library District - OverDrive
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Knit to Be Square includes: Easy-to-Knit patterns for hats, bags, scarves, pillows Join the domino craze with Knit to Be
Square! Vivian Hoxbro shows you how to combine modular squares into blocks of varying sizes that become the base
for a variety of eye-catching two- and three-dimensional projects.

Chapter 7 : Knit to be Square - Vivian Hoxbro - HÃ¤ftad () | Bokus
Knit to Be Square, a focus on knitting small modular blocks of various sizes that become the base for a variety of
eye-catching two- and three-dimensional.

Chapter 8 : Knit to be Square : Vivian Hoxbro :
Join the domino craze with Knit to Be Square! Vivian HÃ¸xbro shows you how to combine modular squares into blocks
of varying sizes that become the base for a variety of eye-catching two- and three-dimensional projects.

Chapter 9 : WISH LIST - Square Circle Forum
Square instructions Solid coloured and striped squares are the most fundamental part of what Knit-a-square does. It
takes 35 of these squares to make a blanket and every square we receive is used, plain or patterned, knitted, crocheted
or loomed.
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